To support data intensive cluster computing, it is increasingly important that node virtual memory (VM) systems make effective use of available fast storage devices for swap or temporary file space. Nswap2L is a novel system that transparently manages a heterogeneous set of storage options commonly found in clusters, including node RAM, disk, flash SSD, PCM, or network storage devices. Nswap2L implements a two-level device driver interface. At the top level, it appears to node operating systems (OSs) as a single, fast, random access device that can be added as a swap partition on cluster nodes. It transparently manages the underlying heterogeneous storage devices, including its own implementation of Network RAM, to which swapped out data are stored. It implements data placement, migration, and prefetching policies that choose which underlying physical devices store swapped-out page data. Its policies incorporate information about device capacity, system load, and the strengths of different physical storage media. By moving device-specific knowledge into Nswap2L, VM policies in the OS can be based solely on typical application access patterns and not on characteristics of underlying physical storage media. Nswap2L's policy decisions are abstracted from the OS, freeing the OS from having to implement specialized policies for different combinations of cluster storage-Nswap2L requires no changes to the OS's VM system. Results of our benchmark tests show that data-intensive applications perform up to 6 times faster on Nswap2L-enabled clusters, and show that our two-level device driver design adds minimal I/O latency to the underlying devices that Nswap2L manages. In addition, we found that even though Nswap2L's Network RAM is faster than any other backing store, its prefetching policy that distributes data over multiple devices results in increased I/O parallelism and can lead to better performance than swapping only to a single underlying device.
INTRODUCTION
Data intensive workloads running on general-purpose clusters may create or process data that are too large to fit in the memory of individual nodes, resulting in swapping. Alternatively, these data may be divided into smaller sets, with partial computational results stored in temporary files [7, 11] , resulting in file I/O on individual nodes. As the disparity continues to grow in the speed of magnetic disk versus other devices such as RAM, network, flash and phase change memory (PCM), the cost of accessing disk -either as a backing store for swapped pages or files -is increasingly the bottleneck to achieving good performance in these systems.
To support efficient data intensive computing, it is is important that cluster node OSs make the most effective use of all types of available fast backing store in a cluster. To this end, newer versions of the Linux kernel have added features that better support flash SSD, including TRIM/discard notifications for freed pages, which helps to maintain extents of erased blocks on the flash device, resulting in improved write performance. Devices can also specify the Linux noop scheduler that performs better for flash than the default device scheduler that is optimized for disk I/O.
Even with these additions, much of the Linux virtual memory system is still designed assuming that backing store is magnetic disk. This assumption is increasingly incorrect: with flash, PCM, and network storage, cluster backing store is, and will continue to be, more heterogeneous. Backing store may also be remotely located in a cluster, and thus not under the control of a single node's OS. These growing trends in physical storage will result in either cluster node VM page swapping policies that are progressively less well designed to take advantage of this mix, or will require introducing complicated device-specific policies into OS swapping and file subsystems that are specialized for each type of physical storage in the cluster. Nswap2L is our novel solution for managing heterogeneous cluster backing store. It implements an efficient, scalable, extensible, and adaptable backing storage system that can efficiently utilize existing and emerging storage technologies to provide fast backing store in general purpose cluster systems. Our goal is to take advantage of all types of storage in a cluster while providing a simple, single device interface to node OSs of fast storage that is independent of the underlying physical storage on which data may reside. Nswap2L is transparent to the OS and requires no modifications to the OS running on each node. Additionally, our storage system is able to adapt to changes in resource utilization and capacity while easily incorporating new storage devices, and it takes advantage of the strengths of different types of storage media based on tunable policies for managing data placement. Ultimately, we aim to provide a fast backing storage system that can be be used for swapping, for temporary filesystems, and for other types of abstractions on top of stored data. Currently, our work focuses on using our system as backing store for VM swap space.
The goals of our system inform the design of Nswap2L as a virtualization and management layer on top of clusterwide storage. It is designed as a two-level storage device to transparently provide access to a heterogeneous set of cluster backing storage to cluster node OSs.
To cluster node OSs, Nswap2L appears as a single, fast, random access device that can be added as backing store for swap. It transparently manages an underlying set of heterogeneous storage devices to which swapped out data are stored. It implements data placement, migration, and prefetching on the set of physical storage devices it manages, choosing location based on device capacity, system load, and the strengths of different storage media. As an example, fast writes to Network RAM and fast reads from flash may result in a placement policy that initially writes swapped out pages to Network RAM. A prefetching policy may later move some pages from Network RAM to flash to take advantage of fast reads from flash. Data placement and prefetching policies such as these are likely to improve performance by maintaining free Network RAM space to support fast writes, and to improve read performance, increasing read parallelism by distributing data over more underlying devices with similar fast read performance.
In general purpose clusters or LANs, Network RAM is viable for use as backing store for swapped out pages [2] . Because general purpose clusters are not optimized for running a single, fixed workload, there is a large amount of variability in cluster resource utilization due to dynamic changes in the workload. Additionally, because resource scheduling is difficult in this environment, there will often be imbalances in resource usage across cluster nodes. For example, some nodes may have idle RAM while others have over-committed RAM, resulting in swapping. The idle RAM space on some nodes can be used by a Network RAM system to improve the performance of applications running on the cluster. Network RAM storage can be used by individual cluster nodes with over-committed RAM to swap their pages out over the network to store in the idle RAM of other nodes. Nswap2L's Network RAM provides free and fast storage in cluster systems by locating and making use of cluster-wide RAM that is currently idle.
Although Network RAM provides backing store that is faster than local disk and is often faster than local flash SSD, there are some difficulties in designing an efficient Network RAM system to ensure that it improves performance of the cluster workload. A Network RAM system must adapt to changes in a node's RAM needs, and not impede the performance of processes running on individual nodes. If a node currently needs more RAM for its local processes, then a Network RAM system should relinquish some or all of the RAM pages it is using on that node back to the local paging system. If a node currently has some idle RAM, a Network RAM system should also detect this, and allocate a portion of it for storing remotely swapped page data from other nodes.
The Nswap2L implementation of Network RAM is designed to adapt to these types of changes in cluster nodes' RAM use; it grows and shrinks the amount of RAM a node makes available for storing remotely swapped page data. It also supports page data migration from the RAM of one node to another, or from Network RAM to another underlying storage device such as flash, in response to changes in a node's RAM usage.
Currently, Nswap2L can be loaded as a device driver on cluster nodes running unmodified 4.0 versions of Linux, and added as a swap device on individual nodes. It will transparently store swapped out page data on any number of underlying physical storage devices, including its Network RAM implementation. Its implementation includes an extensive /sys interface that allows users to change the set of underlying devices, and to perform data placement and prefetching policy tuning and configuration changes at runtime.
Our experimental results 1 show data-intensive benchmark programs performing up to 6 times faster on Nswap2L-enabled clusters, and that Nswap2L's two-level device driver design adds minimal overhead to underlying device access times.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss related work; in Section 3 we present the design and implementation of the Nswap2L system; in Section 4 we present our results; and we conclude and discuss future directions of this project in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Nswap2L is related to other work that investigates using Network RAM as backing store in cluster and networked systems. It is also complementary to work that examines how fast storage technologies, such as flash SSD, can be incorporated into VM or file systems.
One early cluster computing project, Berkeley's NOW [3] , proposed the idea of using Network RAM as backing store for swap. Subsequent studies of cluster resource usage have supported the viability of Network RAM, showing that there is an abundance of free RAM in clusters even during times when the RAM on many of the nodes is overload [2, 4, 9] . As the size of RAM continues to increase and its cost decreases over time, some recent work has referred to "RAM [as] the new disk," and disk as the new tape storage [23] . This trend in RAM capacity and cost has motivated filesystems based entirely in memory, including MemEFS [28] and RAMCloud [14] . Another study [10] concludes that data accessed every 5 hours should be placed in RAM, suggesting that many intermediate and temporary files created by large data-intensive computations could be stored in memory for their entire lifetime, avoiding secondary storage completely.
There have been many previous Network RAM projects that have investigated the use of idle RAM in clusters and networked systems for storing swapped out page data [12, 15, 16, 17, 21, 25, 30] , or for cooperative file caching [6, 20] . Some of the prior work in Network RAM includes centralized [17] and decentralized [16, 30] solutions, implementations that run entirely at kernel-level [16, 17, 21] , and others that run at user-level [25] . Some work also focuses on adding fault tolerance to remotely swapped page data [16] .
The Network RAM system that is part of Nswap2L [18] is similar to some of these projects, employing a completely decentralized design and running entirely at kernel-level. However, among this set of work, our Network RAM has a unique focus on adapting to changes in nodes' RAM usage; when a node needs more RAM space for its local processes, it releases RAM allocated for storing remotely swapped page data back to the VM system, and when idle RAM space becomes available on a node, some is allocated for Network RAM space. This adaptability allows Nswap2L to be loaded persistently on a cluster without interfering with the RAM needs of applications running on individual nodes.
There has also been much recent work examining how to incorporate new and emerging fast storage technology into systems [5, 22, 24, 27, 29] . Different uses include incorporating flash into the memory hierarchy, or using it as a fast out of core buffer cache in database systems. In [22] , the authors measure scientific workload execution times comparing different backing storage devices: two different flash devices and disk. They find that for sequential workloads, the flash drives offer little improvement over disk, but for parallel workloads flash significantly outperforms disk, primarily due to increased opportunity for parallel I/O. In [5] , the authors model several new storage technologies, including phase-change memory and spin-torque transfer memory. They find that these technologies can lead to significant performance improvements, especially if the OS is modified to remove the assumption that I/O is very slow compared to computation.
FlashVM [26] , in particular, focuses on changes to the VM system to better support using flash devices as secondary storage for the VM system. The VM policy and design changes they propose give insight into how we can effectively incorporate flash devices into the Nswap2L swapping device. Unlike FlashVM, however, our work does not require changes to the OS, but rather Nswap2L exists as an intermediate layer between the OSs VM system and underlying storage, which may include flash.
Finally, Triple-H [13] describes a heterogeneous storage system specifically for Hadoop applications. It chooses data placement on underlying storage including RAM, flash SSD, and HDDs. Nswap2L similarly manages placement of data on a set of heterogeneous cluster-wide storage. However, it is not limited to Hadoop applications, and it transparently implements data placement, prefetching, and migration on top of the heterogeneous storage.
NSWAP2L SYSTEM
We present the high-level design of our system, describe details of its implementation, and discuss its policies, extensibility, and adaptability. The Nswap2L system design is based on an earlier prototype system [19] that evaluated the feasibility of our twolevel device approach. Conceptually, Nswap2L is designed as a two-layer block device driver as shown in Figure 1 . The top-level device implements the abstraction to the OS of a single, large, fast, random access device that can be added as a swap partition on individual cluster nodes. The bottomlevel devices are the set of heterogeneous physical storage that the top-level manages. When the OS writes to the Nswap2L device, Nswap2L invokes placement policies to select the underlying physical device to which to store the data. Later on, its prefetching and data migration policies may result in data moving from one underlying device to another. Thus, a subsequent swap-in of a page from our top-level device may result in the page data being read in from an underlying device other than the one to which it was initially written. This data movement is completely transparent to the OS.
Although our system is designed as a two-level device driver, its implementation uses a two-level driver design for most underlying devices, but not for its own Network RAM. Instead, Network RAM is integrated into the toplevel Nswap2L driver.
Implementation
Nswap2L is implemented as a multi-threaded Linux block device driver. It is a loadable kernel module that can be loaded into unmodified Linux 4.0 kernels, and added as a swap partition on individual cluster nodes. Nswap2L's multi-threaded design allows it to simultaneously handle multiple read, write or discard requests to the set of underlying physical storage devices it manages. It exports an extensive /sys interface that allows for underlying devices to be added, and for policies to be tuned and changed at runtime. The /sys interface also is used to export statistics about Nswap2L and its underlying devices. Figure 2 shows some details of the Nswap2L implementation. The Nswap2L top-level device is divided into two layers. The upper layer exports the block device interface to the operating system, so when Nswap2L is loaded, it appears to the OS as a single fast underlying swap partition. I/O Request Q: (1), and handled by a worker thread that uses policy code and Slotmap information to direct the request to a specific underlying storage device (2). The OS is notified when an I/O request is complete (3).
It receives read, write, or discard requests from the OS to swap-in, swap-out, or free stored page data. It also contains policies for managing a heterogeneous set of storage devices. The lower layer implements the mechanism for reading, writing, or discarding pages stored on underlying devices. The upper layer may issue I/O requests to the lower layer in response to I/O request from the OS, or it may generate internal I/O requests to move (prefetch) data between different underlying storage devices; these prefetching I/Os are initiated by its upper layer policies designed to optimize read and write performance of our Nswap2L device. Its Network RAM implementation contains additional policies that may result in pages moving (migrating) from one remote node's RAM to another's in response to changes in available idle RAM on individual cluster nodes. Migration and prefetching I/O operations are transparent to the OS.
Functions in the Linux device mapper system (dmio) [1] are used to pass I/O requests to most of the underlying physical devices that Nswap2L manages. Device mapper has support for stacking device drivers, and is used to implement software RAID and LVM. The lower right of Figure 2 shows the lower level dimo layer. We use asynchronous dmio to pass I/O requests to underlying devices. Callback functions in Nswap2L driver notify the OS when the I/O request is complete.
The Nswap2L I/O path for storing data in Network RAM does not use dmio. Instead, its Network RAM support is implemented as part of the Nswap2L driver (shown in the lower left of Figure 2 ). There are three reasons why we implemented Network RAM support in the Nswap2L driver. The first is for efficiency; by integrating the Network RAM implementation into the top-level Nswap2L driver, we avoid the extra overhead of having to pass I/O requests through the dmio layer. In addition, both the top-level driver and its Network RAM implementation can share data structures, avoiding duplication of common state. The second reason for this integration is because Network RAM is the one underlying storage device that is always provided by Nswap2L. The final reason for this integration, is that the access path to reading and writing to Network RAM is synchronous (as opposed to the asynchronous dmio I/O). By integrating Nswap2L Network RAM into the top-level driver, Nswap2L worker threads can can directly execute Network RAM code to send and receive page data to remote nodes. Figure 2 shows the main data structures used by the Nswap2L mechanism and policy code. When Nswap2L is loaded as a kernel module, a pool of worker threads is spawned. When it receives an I/O request from the OS, it enqueues it on an internal queue and wakes up a worker thread to handle it (step 1 in Figure 2 ). Each worker thread is capable of handling enqueued read, write, and discard requests to any underlying device. Using multiple threads improves performance by allowing Nswap2L to process multiple independent requests in parallel.
Worker Threads, Devices Array, and the Slotmap
The Devices Array is used to maintain information about each underlying storage device. Devices Array entries include the /dev path to the device, its capacity, and whether it is a discardable device. Additionally, it maintains usage and performance statistics about the device that are used by Nswap2L policies. Nswap2L requires at least two underlying devices: a local backing storage device (usually a hard drive partition) and Network RAM. Additional underlying devices can be added at runtime through its /sys interface.
For each page of stored data, Nswap2L must maintain enough information to retrieve the page from the underlying device currently storing it. This information is stored in a data structure called the Slotmap, which shadows the OS's swap map for our device. The Slotmap records which underlying device stores the page, and also includes a busy bit and a timestamp used to control concurrent access to a slot by multiple worker threads; internal prefetching I/O and external I/O from the OS could overlap, and care must be taken to not lose page data when this uncommon case occurs. The Network RAM implementation shares the Slotmap data structure, using it to encode which remote cluster node (which Network RAM server) stores the swapped-out page.
Handling I/O Requests
Read, write and discard requests to Nswap2L typically originate from the OS swapping subsystem. I/O requests can also occur as part of an internal prefetch between devices. A prefetch consists of a read from one underlying device followed by a write to a different underlying device (and depending on the underlying devices involved, may require a discard to the old device after the write).
When a worker thread handles a read request, it maps the offset into our top-level device to an entry in the Slotmap to find which underlying device stores the page. It sets the busy-bit on the slot to prevent a prefetch operation from moving the page during the read, and either executes Network RAM code to read in the page from a remote server, or issues an asynchronous dmio read to an underlying device. When the read is complete (either by a read callback for reads to dmio or by receiving the page data from the remote Network RAM server), the thread clears the busy-bit on the Slotmap entry and completes the read.
Writes to Nswap2L trigger executing policy code to determine which underlying device should store the data. Writes fall into one of two categories: new writes or overwrites. For new writes, Nswap2L stores no previous version of page data associated with a slot. For overwrites, an underlying device currently stores an older version of the page data. New writes trigger placement policy code and overwrites trigger overwrite policy code.
Currently, Nswap2L implements fixed and alternating placement and overwrite policies. Fixed policies implement an ordering of underlying devices. For example, one fixed ordering policy could order Network RAM first, flash second, and disk third. Another could order flash first, Network RAM second, and disk third. In fixed policies, only when there is no storage capacity in the first device is the second device chosen for placement. For alternating policies, round-robin selection of underlying device is used among the specified set of underlying devices.
An overwrite policy may be different than a placement policy. For example, if a page is currently stored in Network RAM, then it is more efficient to send the new version of the page data to the server currently storing the old version; by sending the write to the server that stores the old copy of the page, the server can simply overwrite the RAM page storing the old data with the new data. If a new version of the page is sent to another device or server, the server storing the old version must be notified to free its copy of the old page.
Nswap2L's placement and overwrite policies can be changed on-the-fly through an interface it exports in /sys. Additionally, Nswap2L collects device profiling data that could be used to implement more dynamic placement and overwrite policies.
Nswap2L is a discardable device, and thus receives notifications from the OS indicating that the OS has freed data stored in certain slots. We use discard operations in two ways. First, we pass discards to underlying devices, like flash, that need discards to maintain extents of clean block for fast writes. Second, we use it for freeing garbage pages from Network RAM. When a discard operation includes pages stored to underlying Network RAM, we notify the Network RAM servers storing the pages that they can free the RAM space holding the pages, making it available to store future swapped-out data.
Network RAM
Nswap2L's Network RAM implementation builds on our earlier work developing a stand-alone Network RAM system. An in-depth description of its underlying protocols and implementation can be found in [18] .
Nswap2L abstractly views Network RAM as one of many possible underlying devices -conceptually, its Network RAM is just like any other underlying device that it manages. In reality, the division between the top-layer Nswap2L device and the bottom-layer Network RAM device is not implemented as an interface between two drivers. Instead, Network RAM is implemented in the lower layer of the Nswap2L driver. As discussed above, this decision was made for efficiency reasons, to allow the Network RAM implementation to share data structures and state with Nswap2L, and because Network RAM is always the one underlying device that Nswap2L will support.
Nswap2L's Network RAM implementation, shown in the lower left of Figure 3 , is designed to be scalable, adaptable, and fast. To that end, it is implemented as a completely decentralized system where all nodes are equal peers. Nodes act as both clients (requesting that other nodes store their swapped-out data) and servers (storing swapped out pages from other nodes in its RAM). At any point in time a node may be acting either as a client or as a server depending on the node's current RAM usage. The amount of RAM set aside to store data from other nodes changes dynamically based on local workload. Nodes periodically broadcast information about the amount of free memory set aside to hold pages from other nodes; these messages allow for discovery of other nodes on the network and may inform policy decisions about which nodes should be sent requests. When data are written to Network RAM, the client part uses only local information that it has about other nodes' capacities to choose a server to send the page. There is no central cluster-wide allocator of Network RAM; clients use the information received from other nodes' broadcast messages to learn about remote servers and available Network RAM space.
The Network RAM layer is multi-threaded. Nswap2L worker threads run Network RAM client code to issue reads, writes or discards for different pages to remote Network RAM servers. The server side spawns threads to handle requests from remote client nodes to read, write, or discard data stored in its RAM. The server threads are separate from the worker threads that are shared by the top-level Nswap2L driver.
The Network RAM client handles read, write, and discard requests from the upper layer of Nswap2L, potentially updating the Slotmap to reflect the result. The client maintains an array of metadata for each remote server node (the IPTable) that includes its IP address, an estimate of the current amount of free RAM it has for Network RAM storage, and a cache of open sockets (to avoid some TCP connection overheads).
To handle a read request, the Network RAM client uses information stored in the Slotmap shared with the Nswap2L upper layer to identify the remote server holding the page. The client acquires a socket from the cache of open sockets to that server and initiates a messaging protocol to retrieve the page from the remote server storing it. Any errors in retrieving the page are returned to the higher layer of Nswap2L for handling.
To handle a write request, the Network RAM client must first choose a server to send the page data based on policies that use IPTable data about nodes' available Network RAM space. The client then sends a request to the server, and if the server accepts the page data, the client updates the Slotmap entry to encode the server to which it sent the page. If a server cannot take the page, the client tries another server or passes the write request back to the upper layer of Nswap2L that will send the write to a different underlying physical device.
Placement policies in the upper-layer of Nswap2L avoid choosing Network RAM when it is full or not available. As Network RAM space becomes available, the Network RAM layer notifies the top-level of Nswap2L so that its polices can resume choosing to write pages to Network RAM.
Discards requests are handled by sending the Network RAM server currently storing the page a message that it can free the page from its RAM. The Slotmap entry is then cleared for this page; a subsequent write to this slot will trigger the Nswap2L placement policy.
The server side of Network RAM is responsible for managing a cache of local RAM that it makes available for storing swapped-out page data from clients on remote nodes. The server has three primary tasks: to respond to client requests to read, write, and discard data local in the RAM it currently has allocated for Network RAM; to broadcast information about the amount of RAM it has available for storing page data; and to grow and shrink the total capacity of RAM it makes available in response to the current RAM needs of its local workload.
A novel feature of our Network RAM system is that it adapts to changes in RAM usage on individual nodes. The server side monitors local RAM usage and grows and shrinks the amount it makes available for Network RAM based on local usage. As RAM becomes idle, it allocates more for Network RAM, and as the local workload needs more RAM space, it releases RAM it has allocated for Network RAM back to the local paging system. Thus, our Network RAM system will not result in increased swapping on a node due its allocating some RAM for Network RAM storage. When a server shrinks its Network RAM size, it may migrate some of the remotely swapped pages data it currently stores to other server nodes. It may also send the data back to the originating node (the client who originally sent it the page), and Nswap2L running on that node will write the page onto a different underlying storage device.
Prefetching
As a two layer device driver, Nswap2L has the ability to move data between underlying devices transparently to the OS. We call this process prefetching. Prefetching data is a unique feature of Nswap2L; through the use of placement and prefetching, Nswap2L has the potential to take advantage of the best performance characteristics of different underlying devices. For example, Network RAM has very fast writes, but its availability fluctuates and may be very limited at times depending on the cluster workload. Flash capacity is fixed, and has relatively fast reads, but writes are slow because of the compulsory erase cycle. If Nswap2L chose to originally write pages to Network RAM, then prefetch to flash, we could experience the benefits of each underlying device: fast writes to Network RAM, fast reads from flash, and relatively low usage of Network RAM in the long run.
The ability to dynamically modify where swap data are stored has the promise of performance benefits beyond what the single fastest device can support. For instance, if there is relatively little Network RAM available in the cluster, prefetching pages away from Network RAM and onto a local device like flash may maintain some free Network RAM space available for faster writes, while still allowing for good read performance from flash or Network RAM. Alternatively, pages initially written to a slower underlying device like disk could be prefetched to flash or Network RAM later on in order to benefit from faster subsequent reads. Finally, we might want to spread pages between multiple underlying devices in order to benefit from read parallelism.
Prefetching I/O is initiated internally by the Nswap2L policy rather than as a request from the OS. At any given time a page that was originally placed on one underlying device could be prefetched to a different underlying device (and its associated Slotmap entry updated to reflect its new location).
Nswap2L defines prefetching policies in terms of four distinct questions. The first prefetching question is when (or how often) to prefetch. If Nswap2L is busy handling I/O requests from the OS, prefetching may impede swapping performance. Whenever Nswap2L is not busy handling I/O requests from the OS, it has more opportunity to re-optimize the distribution of pages stored on underlying devices.
The second prefetch policy question is which pages to prefetch. Our current policies include LRU (least recently swapped to slot) MRU, Round-Robin and Random. Ideally, frequently used pages are available as quickly as possible once the OS requests them, so moving pages from slower underlying devices to faster ones could help achieve this goal. LRU might perform well in workloads involving repeated sequential scans, while MRU typically performs well on workloads exhibiting high degrees of temporal locality. Round Robin and Random are simple policies that may perform well in most cases.
The third question is how many pages to prefetch. Policies for this question may consider how busy the worker threads are, how frequently prefetching is occurring, and how many pages have been recently swapped out to our device.
The fourth and final policy question is which source and destination devices to prefetch between. This answer depends on the current placement policy, the distribution of pages between underlying devices, the current load on Network RAM, and the relative speeds of the underlying devices.
A dedicated prefetching thread in our top-level Nswap2L driver runs policy code and creates a set of prefetch I/O operations that are submitted to Nswap2L's internal request queue and handled by its worker threads. We use the same mechanism to execute prefetch I/O operations as we do to handle I/O requests that originate from the kernel. The difference is in how we end requests: the OS should not be notified on completion of a prefetch I/O, but must be on completion of a regular I/O.
/sys Interface
One of the core features of Nswap2L is that it is extensible and tunable; changes to policies and changes to the set of underlying devices should be supported as Nswap2L is running on a node. We implement a tunable interface to our device using the Linux /sys interface. Users can read or write to /sys files associated with our device to trigger Nswap2L to change policies, to add a new underlying device, or export state and profiling data.
For example, in order to change its placement policy, a user simply needs to write the new policy number into the /sys placement_policy file. Similarly, to add a new underlying device to Nswap2L, a user just writes the device path to the /sys add_device file and Nswap2L will immediately add it as a new underlying device. Parameters of specific placement, overwrite and prefetching policies are also tunable through /sys.
Additionally, Nswap2L exports information and statistics through /sys. These include information about the upper layer (number of active worker threads, number of pending I/O operations to be handled, and placement policy information), the Network RAM module (connected servers, and estimated free space on each server), and performance data about underlying devices. For each underlying device, Nswap2L gathers statistics on the number of read, write, and discard operations handled, along with information about the average parallelism of the underlying device. Nswap2L optionally gathers timing information about the completion time for each type of I/O operation. These statistics about performance and load can be used by policy code in Nswap2L.
EVALUATION
We present results of performance studies of our Nswap2L system. We assessed overheads of its two-level design, measured performance of benchmark programs that use Nswap2L as a swap device, and evaluated the performance benefits of its policies. Our experiments were run on a 16 node cluster with 1 Gbit or 10 Gbit Ethernet. Nswap2L was loaded as a swap device on individual cluster nodes that were running an unmodified Linux 4.0.4 kernel. Nswap2L was configured to manage a set of underlying devices, including its own implementation of Network RAM, disk HHD, and flash SSD partitions.
Nswap2L Baseline Performance
We measured the performance and overhead of Nswap2L to establish correctness, to evaluate baseline running behavior, and to motivate policy development and tuning. For these experiments, we ran two simple benchmark programs that execute sequential or random access patterns over a large heap memory allocation, resulting in swapping.
In our first study, we compared the relative performance of swapping to different underlying storage devices through Nswap2L. We used the sequential benchmark to collect raw underlying device I/O times for swapping to Network RAM, flash and disk through Nswap2L. Table 4 .1 shows the results for runs on a 10-Gbit network. As anticipated, individual page I/O is fastest to Network RAM and slowest to disk.
We next evaluated varying the number of worker threads, varying the underlying network speed, and varying the un- Figure 4 : Completion time for randomized workload benchmark, for varying numbers of threads on different backing stores. Network RAM on 10Gbit is faster than flash, and both are much faster than disk. Note that the effect of additional threads differs between Network RAM and other backing stores.
derlying devices to which Nswap2L swaps page data. Adding more worker threads will increase the upper-bound on the degree of parallelism in handling read, write and discard requests, but more threads also adds additional overhead, requiring nominal extra per-thread state and incurring additional context switching. Figure 4 shows average runtime results of the random benchmark program, comparing different numbers of worker threads (the horizontal axis) swapping to different underlying devices (disk, flash, Network RAM on 1Gbit Ethernet, and Network RAM on 10Gbit Ethernet). The results show that swapping to Network RAM on 10-Gbit Ethernet outperforms all other devices, and that swapping to disk is slowest. Flash performs better than swapping to Network RAM on 1-Gbit Ethernet.
The overall results in Figure 4 match our expectation of the relative performance of each underlying device and provides validation that Network RAM systems can provide good performance in a cluster environment. The results also show that increasing the number of threads to between 64 and 128 works well for Network RAM and flash.
Although it is difficult to tell from this graph, the 256 thread results for flash were slightly slower than the 128 thread flash results, and adding threads beyond 128 does not result in improvement when swapping to Network RAM. These results indicate that while there is a benefit to increased I/O parallelism, there is also a limit to this benefit as the number of threads grows beyond some size. These results also hint at an interesting performance relationship between adding additional threads and the synchrony of the underlying device. Specifically, for devices using the asynchronous dmio interface, adding additional threads beyond some threshold hinders performance, increasing the overall completion time. However for synchronous Network RAM, additional threads reliably decrease the completion time. This result makes sense, as threads interfacing with synchronous underlying devices (such as Network RAM) can only complete one I/O at a time; additional threads increase the degree of parallelism of the underlying device. However, asynchronous interfaces allow multiple I/O requests to be pending at once, so the underlying device parallelism is not limited solely by the number of threads.
Our baseline performance studies support our Nswap2L design. The Nswap2L Network RAM on 10Gbit Ethernet provides the fastest storage. The results also hint at the benefit of the adaptability and tune-ability of Nswap2L to make best use of a heterogeneous set of storage. Our study varying the number of threads suggests that mechanisms to dynamically adjust the number of worker threads depending on the underlying devices could improve overall performance.
The observation that Network RAM performance is dependent on network speeds suggests two important points for future policy development. First, the relative performance of network RAM to other backing store devices, like flash, differs depending on network bandwidth; placement and overwrite policies at the Nswap2L upper layer choosing whether to direct requests to remote nodes may incorporate information about low-level device performance. Second, within the Network RAM module, policies may benefit from incorporating information about relative proximity to other servers, perhaps preferentially choosing to request storage from servers in the same rack or switch in order to achieve the fastest completion time for network requests.
Data Intensive Benchmarks
The main motivation for Nswap2L is to efficiently make use of a heterogeneous collection of cluster-wide backing store to improve the performance of data-intensive workloads running on clusters, currently by providing fast backing store for VM system swap space.
To evaluate our main goal, we ran experiments measuring the performance of two large parallel applications: the Linpak HPL benchmark [8] , and an MPI implementation of the Odd-Even sorting algorithm. Both benchmarks were tuned to sizes that would result in swapping on some cluster nodes. We ran experiments measuring the performance of these benchmark programs when swapping to our Nswap2L device, and compared Nswap2L placement policies to underlying Network RAM, flash and disk. Figure 5 displays average run-times for the HPL benchmark. The results show a significant performance improvement when swapping to Nswap2L's Network RAM. The HPL benchmarks shows a speed-up of 1.3 times over swapping to flash and a speed-up of 1.7 over swapping to disk.
The HPL benchmark also includes results that measure overheads added by our two-level design; we ran this benchmark swapping directly to flash and to disk, as well as swapping to flash and disk through Nswap2L. Swapping to disk through Nswap2L adds 5.0% to the total runtime over swapping directly to disk, and swapping to flash through Nswap2L adds 6.7% to the total runtime vs. directly swapping to flash. Even with this extra cost, swapping to Nswap2L's Network RAM significantly outperforms swapping directly to flash or disk. Figure 6 shows the results for the MPI Odd-Even Sorting benchmark. The results show a speed-up of 2.0 times over swapping to flash and a speed-up of 5.8 over swapping to disk. The higher speed-up values for Odd-Even sort vs. HPL reflect differences in the total amount of swapping each benchmark incurs. The sorting benchmark has more swapping I/O than HPL, and thus can benefit more from swapping to the faster Nswap2L backing store device.
Evaluating Nswap2L Policies
A main feature of Nswap2L is that it offers the opportunity to develop and test policies for swapping decisions. Ideally, the benefit added by effectively using a heterogeneous set of backing store devices outweighs the added overhead of Nswap2L's two-layer device design.
In addition to testing placement policies that direct all writes to a single underlying device, we tested a simple policy that alternates sending writes to Network RAM and flash, striping requests between the two underlying devices. Table 4 .3 shows the average run-times (normalized to Network RAM placement) for runs of the sequential kernel benchmark under the three placement policies: to Network RAM only; to flash only; and alternating between Network RAM and flash. The results show what we expected -the performance of the alternating placement policy is about halfway between the performance of the to flash alone and to Network RAM alone policies. The alternating policy is too simple to result in an overall improvement in runtime over the placement to Network RAM alone policy; any benefit of increased read parallelism from the alternating policy is outweighed by the slower flash writes, and this simple alternating policy directs half of the writes to flash. The results do, however, suggest that effective placement policies that incorporate information about the speeds of reads and writes of underlying physical devices and the current available capacity of underlying physical storage may result in improved performance over a single underlying device. Because Nswap2L collects these types of data, exports them via /sys, and also exports changing placement polices vis /sys, it has the capability to implement more adaptable data placement policies that achieve better performance.
These data also provide some motivation for Nswap2L's prefetching policies. We ran an experiment of the sorting benchmark with Nswap2L's placement policy choosing Network RAM, due to its significantly faster writes than other devices, and with a Prefetching Policy that prefetches some pages from Network RAM to flash. Our conjecture was that even though flash reads are slower than reads from Network RAM, by distributing reads across multiple underlying de- vices, an increase in read parallelism could result in faster performance then directing reads to the fastest underlying device. Because flash writes are slower than flash reads, choosing a placement policy that always writes to Network RAM may lead to overall performance improvements (vs. our more naive alternating placement policy). Figure 7 shows results comparing the MPI Sorting Benchmark run on Nswap2L with placement policy choosing flash with no prefetching, choosing Network RAM with no prefetching, and choosing Network RAM with prefetching from Network RAM to flash. 2 The results show a slight improvement in total runtime for the run with prefetching from Network RAM to flash (162 seconds vs. 159 seconds). These differences are not statistically significant. However, it should be noted that in the runs with prefetching, some page data are being read in from slower flash, whereas in the run without prefetching all page data are being read in from faster Network RAM. This result indicates that there may be a benefit from distributing reads over multiple devices, even in cases like this where data are being prefetched from a device with faster reads to a device with slower reads.
Another potential advantage of Nswap2L's prefetching support is to move data that were originally placed on a slower underlying device to a faster device that becomes available later. For example, if Network RAM is full at the time of a write, Nswap2L's placement policy will choose to send the write to flash or disk. Later, if Network RAM space becomes available, Nswap2L's prefetching policy may move some page data stored on the slower underlying device to Network RAM to improve subsequent swap-in requests from the OS, and its placement policy will choose Network RAM for new writes. Figure 8 shows results from an experiment running the MPI Sorting benchmark on Nswap2L with adaptable policies that take advantage of Network RAM when it becomes available. At the beginning of the sorting application's execution, there is no available Network RAM space and Nswap2L's placement policy writes to underlying flash. About 5 minutes into its execution, Network RAM space becomes available and Nswap2L's policies make use of this faster underlying device to place swapped out page data.
The results show a 1.6 times speed-up of our adaptive policy run (middle bar) vs. the runs that swap only to flash without using prefetching and placement policies that adapt to changes in underlying storage capacity (right bar). For this experiment, the exact runtime values are not important (we could have made Network RAM space available earlier than 5 minutes into the sorting application's execution, and achieved a better speed-up result). Instead, what is important from this experiment is its demonstration of how Nswap2L can adapt on-the-fly to changes in underlying device capacity to make better placement policy decisions that result in improvements in application performance.
Our experimental results support our design of Nswap2L. They show that its two-level design adds minimal overhead to directly swapping to the underlying devices. Further, these overheads are reclaimed by the performance gains of its implementation of fast Network RAM and by its placement and prefetching policies that dynamically manage a heterogeneous set of underlying physical storage devices to improve data-intensive application performance.
CONCLUSION
With the increasing prevalence of cluster computing, there is strong motivation to manage cluster memory in a holistic way. Jobs running on cluster computers often cause an imbalance in cluster memory availability, which motivates the usage of Network RAM. At the same time, each of these nodes typically has local secondary storage devices. Ideally, local storage devices and Network RAM could be combined in a way that provides better overall performance.
Nswap2L is our novel two-level Linux device driver for cluster computers, developed with the goal of taking advantage of both Network RAM and other physical storage devices. Nswap2L presents itself to the OS as a single storage device, which isolates the complexity of effectively managing these storage options from the operating system. Internally, Nswap2L manages these devices using interchangeable policies which dictate where data should be placed, and potentially relocated, in order to achieve optimal performance.
Our results demonstrate Nswap2L's potential to act as a fast backing storage device, and support its adaptive management of underlying physical storage. Nswap2L adds minimal overhead to the latency of the local storage devices, and its Network RAM has the capability to outperform flash SSD.
One direction for future work is to continue to develop tunable policies that will make the best use of cluster resources. We plan to investigate more adaptable policies that may incorporate real-time performance data when choosing how to place and prefetch pages. We also are working on implementing better heuristics for dynamically changing the amount of RAM reserved on each node for Network RAM space. We additionally plan to investigate other uses for the Nswap2L driver. In particular, we are currently investigating its use as backing store for file systems, with an initial focus on storing temporary file system data. This feature would allow data intensive applications that write partial results to temporary files to take advantage of Nswap2L's fast, adaptable, backing store.
